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So, after Mark showed you how to make fast and professional videos on Windows Movie Maker, do you think you're cut out to be the next great online filmmaker? After shooting countless video clips and photos, you now have to bring them all along with some video editing magic to create your movie. However, renting an editing room or buying decency software can only be from
your price range. Free desktop software may not do because it may seem a little too technical for some of us or just doesn't have the feature you're looking for. Fortunately, there are many simple online tools that will help you make a movie online for free. Here are 5 of the best I've found so far. One True Media is a popular online app for video, editing and slideshows. Users can
upload their own clips or use the One True Media video library and compile them when adding audio effects and video transitions. One True Media has a seamless interface with tabs, so you can easily complete your video editing tasks, such as adding transitions and captions, rearranging clips, and cutting unnecessary scenes. One True Media has a wide range of video
transitions and themes that users can use with great effect. You can instantly share your completed videos on YouTube, MySpace, Facebook and other video sharing sites - you can even post videos to your own TiVo channel. One True Media also has an excellent feature that lets you choose your own DVD cover for your video. (NO LONGER WORKING) Jaycut Jaycut is not just
an ordinary flash tool download-edit-share because it has basic features that you will find in simple video editing software like Windows Movie Maker. You can download clips from your camera, mobile phone or webcam and then collect them into a good video by adding captions and music. Jaycut has a two-way timeline interface called Mix It, where users can drag and rearrange
their uploaded clips and transition time between clips. Jaycut's editing interface is pretty powerful for casual users who want to stitch up clips while experimenting with its growing library of transition effects. When you're done with the mix, you can embed videos or you can download them to your computer/PMP. Animoto Animoto is a simple app to create what we call a glorified
slideshow using your photos in a few minutes - thanks to its Cinematic Artificial Intelligence, which analyzes the nuances of the song to create the right effect and transitions for your photos. Download your own photos or get images from image-sharing sites like Picasa and Flickr and then or upload your own music for your video. After selecting photos and music, Animoto's One-
Click Remix will analyze images and music to make the video complete. The result? A convincing photo montage that almost competes with the work of a professional video editor. My quick take from the compilation of photos to complete the video only took me 3-4 minutes for Clip. Motionbox is primarily a video sharing site that has more personal contact than the big names out
there. Its hidden gem is a video mixer that allows you to make new videos from existing videos. The mixer function can combine videos or break them into short-sweet beams. You can also trim unwanted clips, and set starting and endpoints to create your own highlight reel of your best moments. Motionbox supports a wide range of formats such as AVI, MOV and MPG, and MP4.
Once completed, you can share your videos or overwork them through a mixer. Shwup Shwup rolled out with a new and improved layout, cleaner design and face-to-face integration with various photo-sharing sites. But Shwup shines with its simple video editor, taken from the popular video editing software Muvee. Shwup captures the essence of Muvee with a simple drag
interface and drop storyboards, set themes, and music. Most of these tools are designed for random editing of pictures, so you can share your videos seamlessly. While it may take a few more years before we see a free online video editor that packs the power of standalone video editing software, most of these online editors are good enough to quickly outtakes your favorite clips.
What do you think? Will you use an online video editor for quick and easy video editing and sharing? What's your favorite? Show in the comments! Image Credits: Travis Hornung Some apple TV Members will receive free subscription renewals If you subscribe to the Apple TV before a certain date, you will get a few free months of use. About the author Israel Nicolas (303 Articles
Published) More from Israel Nicolas If you're in watching old movies, and old movies I mean movies that have been lost in the wasteland of forgotten cinema since the 40s, 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s, check out BMovies. It is a freely available archive of films that contains hundreds of Oldie movies. You can view movies by category - Horror, Kung Fu, Sci-Fi, Western and B Indie or top
movies from each category. All films are feature films, not just movie fragments. For each film you can see its overall length, description and film credits. Stream the movie with one click, registration is not required. However, don't actually play the movie to click on the huge Play Now button (its 'ad, but click The Close to play under it to start streaming. They add new titles to their
collection every now and then. Sign up with an email to receive notification of new arrivals. Registration is not required, all you need is a broadband connection and a few hours to spend (office hours). It also seems like a good site to keep your grandpa busy. Features Free Archive of Old Movies Stream Movies Without Registration or Download Viewing B Movies by Category
(Horror, Science Fiction, Kung Fu, and Wild Westerns) or Popularity (Top 5) For each movie's list view: review, duration, year it has been shown, starring, directors, etc. Over a hundred feature films Request/Recommended Request/Recommended B Movies View Related Movie Products - Posters, photos Sign up by email to get notification of new movie additions Vote for movies,
share on Facebook Check bMovies (no longer available) How to track the location of a cell phone using only your lost phone number? Trying to find or look after the baby? This app can help. Michael Fassbender's 20th Century Fox Video Games have a spotted history of translating well into film. The abode of the evil saga, while extensive, was far from of quality, while efforts like
Super Mario Bros., Tomb Raider, and more fell short of expectations. Games are difficult to adapt to movies for a number of reasons, but perhaps the main problem was poor choice on the part of studios in terms of what they decided to bring to the silver screen. There's very little in terms of a compelling story from Super Mario, while Tomb Raider translates as little more than an
Indiana Jones heist. Even so, there are many more video games out there that have stunningly expansive universes just waiting to be unspooled. 1. Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Senior Scrolls V: Skyrim Bethesda Elder Scrolls saga is one that spans years, spawning games after playing rich, sandbox universes. The greatest achievement of the series is, by and large, Skyrim. The story
follows the main character of your choice known only as Dragonborn. Throughout the massive map, you have the opportunity to participate in a series of basic and side quests: You can look to defeat the evil dragon Alduin, decide to either fight against or participate in the rebellion, join the werewolf mercenary clan, and of course crawl a series of challenging dungeons. Any of
these side quests will make for insanely entertaining movie franchises, given the correct script, director and cast. 2. Diablo Diablo Blizzard Despite the constant surroundings in the controversy, there is no doubt that Blizzard is largely defined by the online role-playing universe. He parlayed that in the world of Warcraft movie, Warcraft, but he may well take the wrong game in his
arsenal for adaptation. Take, for example, the Diablo series. It shows demons, cast classes of characters with their own individual stories, and a comprehensive plot that in itself may be his own feature film. There is a reason why gamers are ready to play through the main quest repeatedly. The story contains all the intrigues of the eon-long battle between heaven and hell, with rich
myths supporting it. 3. The infamous cutscene from infamous Sucker Punch Productions While Marvel and DC now reign in comic book movies, arguably one of the best video game superheroes of the last decade is Infamous (after two incredible sequels). The series follows our main character, Cole MacGrath, as how he acquires electric superpowers after getting caught at zero
ground in a mysterious explosion. Explosion. The series includes everything from time travel, mutants, and a decision from you, a gamer, about whether you want to play through as good or evil. This can make an interesting dichotomy on film, especially if put in the right hands. And that's not even to mention how he can benefit from the comic book movie craze as a long-awaited
alternative to Sony, Marvel, and Warner/DC. 4. BioShock Infinite BioShock Infinite 2K Games As one of the most popular and critically acclaimed games of the last five years, BioShock Infinite is ripe for selection as a feature film. His story tells the story of a floating city of Colombia, separating from the United States in the alternative history of the early 1900s, turning into a
dystopian police state. Our main character has a number of special powers and gears as he wanders through a beautifully rendered universe. The intrigue grows with the existence of tears in the space-time continuum, making for a para-punk sci-fi romp that practically begs the film. 5. StarShip Of Star Craft ,en) Blizzard Another Blizzard property, StarCraft, completes the holy
trinity of influential games for the company that brought us Diablo and Warcraft. Very few studios are bold enough to make a sci-fi/fantasy film set in a space that is not from Interstellar diversity. The StarCraft movie can break this trend by launching a brand new franchise of space battles, aliens, and everything in between. The history of this game dates back to 1998, and even
then, the history of cinematic elements. Fast forward to today's moo, and the game has gone through several sequels and extensions that served only to strengthen the universe. Among the three alien races Terran, Protoss and Zerg, there are any number of stories to be told that will form a massively popular series. 6. L.A. Noir L.A. Noir Rockstar Games If there is one type of
movie that could use a modern reboot, its noir. Sin City did a pretty good job at it back in 2005, but its lacklustre sequel effectively killed off any further follow-up efforts. Enter Rockstar Games' L.A. Noire. Featuring a Chinatown-esque story of mystery and intrigue, it represents a foregone era, taking us through every aspect of the LAPD as it stood in 1947. Anyway, it will be a
fascinating look at law enforcement during the chaotic early days of Los Angeles history as a major city, relying on sandbox games with lots of history and characters. 7. Horizon zero Dawn Horizon zero Dawn (en) Sony Interactive Horizon zero dawn is what we call the complete package. The game comes complete with compelling stories, a bully female hero, and a solid mix of
sci-fi elements. The main story revolves around Aloya, a girl who lived on Earth for hundreds of years in the future, where humanity has returned to a primitive, tribal life and besieged by mysterious machine animals, intending to destroy them. With a superb aesthetic and a strong main character, there's no reason why Hollywood can't fast track one one The best new games of
2017 for a full-scale film adaptation. 8. The massive effect of the EA Games Mass Effect is a game whose history is so rich that it has already spawned a collection of comics and novels, following the exploits of a soldier tasked with saving the galaxy from a mechanical race of creatures known as Reapers. Legendary and Warner Bros. actually acquired the rights to the film back in
2010. The project hasn't progressed all that far since then, but with a new chapter in the series of games arriving in 2017, it's only a matter of time before Warner gets their act together and gets this movie done. 9. The Legend of zelda Legend of zelda: Breath of the Wild (en) Nintendo Spanning 19 separate recordings from Nintendo, The Legend of the zelda series is expansive as
it is popular. It soared to new heights in 2017, following the release of Breath of the Wild, and quickly became one of the most peer-reviewed games of all time. However, it's time for the film to send us to Hyrule, whether in a classic animated form, or in a live-action adaptation. Either way, there is no doubt that this game time has come to make its first move in Hollywood. 10.
Disconored dishonored (en) Bethesda Dishonored comes to us courtesy of Skyrim developer, Bethesda, so it is not surprising that the world it creates is incredible both in its aesthetics and scale. Set in a steamy punk-esque world founded from 1800s London, we follow Corvo, the father of a young heir to the throne who is overthrown by a corrupt, fascist regime. It is his mission to
use his dark powers to reclaim his daughter's kingdom, all the while battling all sorts of scary machines along the way. Follow Nick on Twitter @NickNorthwest Check Entertainment Cheat sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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